Kafka Granite is your one-stop shop for landscaping materials including landscape stone and boulders. Kafka Granite offers all these products in bulk quantities. Whether you are landscape yard stocking up on inventory or a contractor placing a special order for your next big project, we focus on providing the highest quality product in a timely manner. From the basics to the uncommon, we’ve got it covered.

LANDSCAPE STONE | Natural Stone & River Rock for Bulk Landscape Supply

Kafka Granite offers a wide variety of landscape stone either from crushed rock, round pebbles, or river rock in several sizes suitable for enhancing the landscape around homes and commercial properties. Also referred to as pebbles, chips, stone mulch, decorative gravel, and landscape gravel, they are used primarily as ground cover in flowerbeds and around shrubs.
WISCONSIN GRANITE BOULDERS & COBBLES | Nature’s Best for Bold Landscapes

Our WI Granite Landscape Boulders are smooth, rounded, glacially deposited multi-colored and are available in several sizes from small 3”-6” cobbles to large boulders over 48”. Often referred to as glacier boulders, rainbow rocks, or fieldstone boulders, they are used in landscaping for boulder retaining walls, man made waterfalls, water features, shoreline rip rap, and as accent pieces. Our quarry yields many hard to find oversized granite boulders that work great for commercial projects or large scale water features that require very big rocks.

DEDECORATIVE RIP RAP BOULDERS | For Accent Pieces, Retaining Walls & More

Kafka Granite offers a variety of our raw fractured naturally colored boulders in assorted sizes up to over 4 foot in diameter. These landscaping rock products are used for retaining walls, shoreline rip rap, as accent pieces, and for man made waterfalls or other water features.
KAFKA GRANITE, LLC | is a family owned and operated company that was started in 1979 by Glenn Kafka. With over sixty colors of natural stone and recycled products, Kafka Granite has grown into one of the largest manufacturers and suppliers of specialty aggregates in the United States. Kafka Granite’s architectural aggregates, manufactured sands, decomposed granite, and boulders are used for many applications including architectural precast concrete, terrazzo flooring, epoxy resin tile, epoxy overlays, pathway materials, ballyard materials, landscape stone, and more.

For more information on all of Kafka Granite’s products, please visit kafkagranite.com.
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